
 

335 STRETFORD ROAD, HULME, MANCHESTER, M15 5ZA

RINKOO BARPAGA

Made In India Britain is an insight into one man's life as he tries to fathom out exactly who he is and where he belongs, as he 
delves deep into past experiences to try and find clues which will ultimately help him realise his true self and a home he can 
finally call home. 

MADE IN INDIA BRITAIN

STUN STUDIO @ Z-ARTS
“Rinkoo is one of the most exciting new talents out there, with an original ‘voice’.”  
– The Limping Chicken

TICKETS FREE GO TO EVENTBRITE
8  pm 28 November 2018

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/made-in-india-britain-by-rinkoo-barpaga-stun-studio-z-arts-manchester-tickets-52483209693
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/made-in-india-britain-by-rinkoo-barpaga-stun-studio-z-arts-manchester-tickets-52483209693


Since leaving home in Birmingham, Rinkoo Barpaga has moved around England a lot, determined to find 
somewhere to settle. Along the way, he has encountered both racism and discrimination, and as a result he 
has been constantly asking himself the question, "where do I belong?" A British born, Rinkoo discovered at 
the age of three that not only was he required to tick the box, 'ethnic minority,' but also the box, 'Deaf.'  

Made In India  Britain is an insight into one man's life as he tries to fathom out exactly who he is and 
where he belongs, as he delves deep into past experiences to try and find clues which will ultimately help 
him realise his true self and a home he can finally call home. 

DIRECTOR DANIEL BAILEY  

RINKOO BARPAGA USES BRITISH SIGN LANGUAGE

Rinkoo Barpaga is a new and emerging theatre maker based in the West Midlands and is 
supported by The Birmingham REP’s Foundry. 

Photo by Rinkoo Barpaga “Street Photographer” 

Sustained Theatre Workshop STUN, part of a National Movement dedicated to the growth and 
prosperity of BAME Creatives across the UK 

THANK YOU TO GARFIELD ALLEN - STUN

“Rinkoo Barpaga is a born comedian and an engaging and daring performer.”  
– American Comedy Institute 

WEBSITE: DEAFEXPLORER.COM  EMAIL: RINKOO@DEAFEXPLORER.COM 

https://deafexplorer.com
https://deafexplorer.com

